
My Annual Exam

First, I must say menopause has been very kind to me. I find I enjoy sex more now than ever. 
I won't complain about the quality or quantity, but I really love the excitement of the 
unknown.

As my time for my regular exam draws around, I can hardly think of it without getting 
excited. I have a new medical plan this year.. that means a new doctor.. a new nurse. The 
idea of going to complete strangers and allowing them to manipulate and examine my most 
intimate areas is almost too much for me. Yes, I am a BBW - size 24 - and only outwardly 
shy about submitting totally to a stranger. 

It starts with dressing in that flimsy, never generous enough gown (opening in the front now, 
girls!). Sheet in the lap.. The cold stethoscope comes first, gently teasing inside the opening 
of the gown. Next, the doctor eases the gown off the shoulders to "listen" to my heart and 
lungs.. 

I shiver as the gown pools at my waist.. the breast exam is next... My generous breasts enjoy 
the gentle probing by the doctor. It seems they can never be examined long enough. Soft, 
cool hands make my nipples stiffen and stand fully erect not with the first puff of cool 
air on them, but with that first soft touch. 

Lying down now.. the gown completely off my shoulders, my most intimate areas still 
covered. The gentle fingers continue to work at my breasts. Oh... I wish just once the doctor 
would lean down and lick them tenderly... but this is a formal exam. Must not get excited 
now! Oh, please, Doctor... my nipples love to be pulled gently and held firmly... please test 
that response!

Still lying flat, my soft, generous belly is probed... the fingers creep close to the folds of the 
sheet. Then, it is time.. the sheet is removed, and my breasts are covered. A cursory exam as 
I lay there... then, I am told to slide all the way to the end of the table. The stirrups wink at 
me in the overhead light. My bare feet are guided into the stirrups, and firm hands push my 
knees apart. 

My lips are still somewhat closed as the fingers again explore... I notice your look of surprize 
to my freshly shaved mons. Fingers pull gently on my outer lips as the doctor checks for 
lesions. I jump slightly as a finger grazes by my clitoris. I am so wet by now that I need no 
lubrication for the gloved hand that slowly inserts itself for the manual exam. Oh, please, 
doctor... please rub that g-spot again... how far does my clitoris stand out? Is it large? It 
loves to be caressed, and sucked... oh, yes.. this is a real exam. Sorry...



I hear a drawer beneath me. The cold KY jelly is applied to an equally cold steel speculum. 
Sliding in slowly, then twisted... and now...

now...

now... the thumb on the ratchet opens me wide... wide open to the gaze of a total stranger. 
His nurse is in the room, looking on. She reaches out and squeezes my arm reassuringly. If 
only she knew how much I wanted her to reach down and play with my tits while he 
examines my most intimate folds. The light is warm as it dances over my wide spread 
genitalia.... All too soon, the speculum is removed, and the nurse reaches down to wipe up 
the excess lubricant. 

I am helped onto my knees.. breasts resting on the table.. legs urged apart. The temperature 
comes first... then a small anuscope to just check for any unusual lesions. I relax as the cool 
metal slides in. The doctor changes gloves, and lubricates two fingers well. Slowly, one 
finger is inserted... rotated, and stroked softly in and out. I can hardly stop myself from 
moaning. As I relax, the second finger is inserted. To my great surprize, this time the doctor 
inserts three lubricated gloved fingers deep into my uterus. I am filled with warm, strong 
hands in both holes now.. fingers teasing that membrane that separates my uterus from the 
anal cavity. 

All too soon, it is over. I am gently cleaned up, and told I can get dressed. I leave my panties 
off as I put on my comfortable slacks.. I tuck them into my purse. After, in the car... my 
fingers *must* take care of the tension I now feel... I close my eyes, slide a hand into my 
pants, and pretend my hand is the doctor's..... 
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